Mechanical properties and stability measurement of cholesterol-containing liposome on mica by atomic force microscopy.
The micromechanical properties of pure and cholesterol modified egg yolk phosphatidylcholine (EggPC) vesicles prepared by sonication were studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) on mica surface. The force curves between an AFM tip and an unruptured vesicle were obtained by contact mode. During approach, two repulsion regions with two breaks were observed. The slopes of the two repulsive force regimes for the pure EggPC vesicles are determined to be several times lower than that of EggPC/cholesterol vesicles. The elastic properties from force plot analysis based on the Hertzian model showed that Young's modulus (E) and the bending modulus (kc) of cholesterol-modified vesicles increased several-fold compared with pure EggPC vesicles. The significant difference is attributed to the enhanced rigidity of the EggPC vesicles as a result of the incorporation of cholesterol molecules. The behavior of cholesterol-modified vesicles upon adsorption is different from that in solution as revealed by mechanical properties. The results indicate that AFM can provide a direct method to measure the mechanical properties of adsorbed small liposomes and to detect the stability change of liposomes.